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In this submission, Amnesty International provides information under sections B, C and D as stipulated in the General Guidelines for the Preparation of Information under the Universal Periodic Review.1

B. Normative and institutional framework of the State

National legislation on refugees and asylum-seekers
In June 2009, Presidential Decree No. 81/2009 introduced detrimental changes to the asylum determination procedure, including by abolishing the Appeals Board and thus depriving asylum-seekers from an effective right of appeal against decisions at first instance.2 During the same month, Law No. 3772/2009 increased the maximum period that an alien may be held in temporary detention pending deportation, from three to six months, despite international concerns over conditions in the various immigration detention centres and border guard stations. The maximum period can be extended by a further 12 months under certain circumstances, making it a possible maximum of 18 months.3 The maximum period introduced by the above amendment also reflects the detention period stipulated in the Returns Directive (which has not yet been transposed into Greek legislation). Amnesty International considers this length excessive and is concerned that the Directive is promoting prolonged detention practices in EU Member States.

There are also concerns about the incompatibility of amended Article 76(1) of Law No. 3386/2005 with international human rights and refugee law and with the Greek Constitution, since it allows for the deportation of aliens solely on the grounds that they have been charged with a crime punishable by as little as three months imprisonment. Recognized refugees and asylum-seekers are not excluded from the scope of the provision. The amended provision is contrary to Article 33(2) of the Refugee Convention and the principle of the “presumption of innocence” in Article 6(2) of the European Convention on Human Rights.4

National legislation on the right to conscientious objection
In September 2010, the Greek state enacted new legislation regarding the right to conscientious objection, by which the length of the alternative service has been slightly decreased (Article 78 of Law No. 3883/2010). The new legislation also abolishes reserve obligations for conscientious objectors. Amnesty International is concerned, however, that despite these positive steps Greece still fails to comply with international standards.5

5 See Amnesty International public statements, Greece: Government planned reforms should ensure full respect for the right to conscientious objection, AI Index: EUR 25/004/2010; and New law on Conscientious Objection–another opportunity lost, 13 September 2010.
Despite the small reduction, the maximum length of the alternative service remains effectively punitive in nature as at twice the length of normal military service its length is excessive and longer than can be justified on the basis of reasonable and objective criteria. In addition, even if the Minister for National Defence decides to exercise the discretion conferred to him by the law to reduce the length of alternative service, the length of alternative service is still likely to be punitive in nature for the vast majority of conscripts (14 months alternative service compared to nine months of armed service for those serving in the land armed forces). At the time of this submission, the actual period of alternative service is twice the length of normal military service because the Minister has yet to exercise the discretion conferred to him by law to reduce it.

Amnesty International is also concerned that decisions on applications for alternative service continue to be made by the Minister of National Defence, based on an opinion by a special five-member advisory committee which includes two members of the military, appointed by the Ministry of Defence. This breaches the principle that states should establish independent and impartial decision-making bodies to consider applications for alternative service based on conscientious objection. Moreover, the new legislation still does not include the right to conscientious objection for professional soldiers (Article 78). The right to freedom of religion or belief includes the right to change one's religion or belief. Accordingly, individuals voluntarily serving in armed forces may over time develop a conscientious objection.

C. Promotion and protection of human rights on the ground

Violations by law enforcement officials during policing of demonstrations

On 6 December 2008, 15-year old Alexis Gregoropoulos was killed by a police officer serving as a “special guard” in central Athens. The shooting sparked widespread anti-government protests throughout the country that lasted until the beginning of January 2009. There were mounting allegations of excessive use of force and ill-treatment by police of peaceful demonstrators contrary to the principles of minimum use of force set out in international law enforcement standards, and attested to by images aired in international and national media. Reports were also received from Athens and other parts of Greece of arbitrary arrests, ill-treatment of those detained, and the denial of prompt access to legal assistance.

In December 2009, during protests on the first anniversary of the shooting of Alexis Gregoropoulos, there were reports of a large number of arbitrary transfers of protesters to police stations, excessive use of force and ill-treatment by police against peaceful demonstrators and of police using motorbikes in a way that resulted in injury to some demonstrators.

Torture and other ill-treatment

There are reports of ill-treatment by law enforcement officials, especially against members of marginalized groups such as migrants, asylum-seekers and Roma.

Migrants arriving on the island of Samos were reported to have been ill-treated by coastguard officers after their arrest on 7 July 2008. The migrants said that they were slapped, punched and kicked onboard the

---

7 See Human Rights Committee, General Comment 22, para 5.
8 Special guards are special recruits in the police force that have limited policing duties. For further information see Amnesty International report, Greece: Alleged Abuses in the Policing of Demonstrations, EUR 25/002/2009, March 2009, note 4.
9 Ibid.
coastguards’ boat. One of the guards allegedly poured sun-protecting lotion down one migrant’s throat, while another migrant was grabbed by the hair and his head knocked against the side of the boat. A third migrant was reported to have suffered a ruptured eardrum after being slapped. Following an investigation into the allegations one of the coastguards was charged. His trial is scheduled for February 2011.

On 3 April 2009, Arivan Osman Aziz, a Kurdish Iraqi migrant, was reportedly severely beaten by a coastguard officer in the port of Igoumenitsa. He died as a result of his injuries four months later. An investigation into this incident is currently underway.

Concern has been raised by the non-governmental organization Greek Helsinki Monitor, over the lack of effective execution by the Greek authorities of the judgments by the European Court of Human Rights finding Greece in violation of the European Convention on Human Rights in relation to actions by police and of their failure to provide reparation in *Kalamiotis v. Greece*.12

In July 2010, the government reiterated that a draft law is under preparation which will establish an independent Bureau under the direct authority of the Ministry of Citizens’ Protection, tasked with dealing with incidents of arbitrary conduct by law enforcement officials. Amnesty International is concerned about the independence of the proposed Bureau since it is envisaged as a body within the Ministry of Citizens’ Protection, i.e. the same ministry that is responsible for the police, and whether the mandate and nature of powers of the proposed Bureau will be broad enough to guarantee its effectiveness.13

**Asylum-seekers and irregular migrants**

In March 2010, Amnesty International documented the situation of asylum-seekers transferred to Greece under the Dublin II Regulation.14 Asylum-seekers in Greece are frequently denied access to asylum determination procedure, a fair hearing of their claim and, since July 2009, have also been denied the right to an effective appeal. There is little access to legal counselling, interpretation services and relevant information. In 2009 and 2010, refugee and other protection status recognition rates have continued to be very low.

Many asylum-seekers, including women and children, are forced to live on the streets without assistance due to the limited number of reception facilities for asylum-seekers. During the reporting period, several asylum-seekers have been expelled without their claims being fully and fairly assessed, in violation of the principle of *non-refoulement*.

In July 2010, Amnesty International issued a report expressing concern about the routine detention of irregular migrants and asylum-seekers, including unaccompanied children, without proper consideration being given to alternatives to detention.15 The legislative framework for immigration detention, combined with a poor system of guardianship and limited reception facilities for unaccompanied children, result in such children languishing in detention for long periods.

---


14 See Amnesty International report, *Greece: The Dublin II Trap – Transfers of Asylum-Seekers to Greece*, Index: EUR 25/001/2010, March 2010. The Dublin II Regulation, previously the Dublin Convention, Council Regulation No. 343/2003 of 18 February 2003, determines which state is responsible for examining an asylum application in cases where the asylum-seeker has entered more than one Dublin II participating state.

Amnesty International has also identified impediments to detainees’ access to legal counsel and to contact with the outside world, as well as limited or no access to interpreters, medical assistance and social care. The detention conditions in the vast majority of the places visited by Amnesty International ranged from inadequate to very poor, including overcrowding; lack of hygiene; lack of personal hygiene items; and lack of opportunity for exercise.

In October 2010, the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) recommended urgent measures to address the serious humanitarian needs in the Evros region (near the Turkish border), including the deployment of sufficient personnel to provide essential services to new arrivals and immediate measures to ensure that detention conditions respect basic standards of human dignity. Following his visit to Greece during the same month, the UN Special Rapporteur on Torture observed: “Furthermore, the country is confronted with a major increase of irregular migrants coming, in particular, from the Turkish border in the north. Hundreds of migrants enter the country irregularly every day, an unprecedented number that puts the border guard stations and migration detention centres in a situation of crisis. This is further worsened by the difficulties linked to the current economic crisis the country is facing”.17

Amnesty International is also concerned at the deployment by Frontex of a Rapid Border Intervention Team (RABIT) to the Greek-Turkish border on 2 November 2010. Regardless of increasing pressures at the border, the Greek authorities must guarantee that asylum-seekers are not refouled at the border, but provided with immediate assistance to tend to the most urgent humanitarian needs and allowed to apply for asylum. The same applies to the RABIT operations at the Greek-Turkish land border in the Orestiada region and neighbouring areas. Given that the primary purpose of the provision of EU assistance to Greece, in the form of the RABIT deployment, is to deal with the ongoing influx of “migrants” at its external border, Amnesty International is concerned that such assistance should not result in preventing access to international protection or contribute to other human rights violations.

National Action Plan on Asylum Reform and Migration Management
In August 2010, the government adopted a National Action Plan on Asylum Reform and Migration Management and submitted it to the European Commission. However, there have been delays in the adoption of the draft transitional Presidential Decree reintroducing the second instance appeal and dealing with the backlog of asylum applications and in the adoption of the draft law establishing an Independent Asylum Service.

In August 2010, the government also announced that it was taking temporary measures to ameliorate the situation of detained asylum-seekers and irregular migrants. The National Action Plan on Asylum Reform and Migration Management includes plans to establish screening centres at the country’s points of entry and to build new detention centres to house individuals awaiting removal. While some of these measures are steps forward, Amnesty International considers that they are not sufficient and that further measures are needed to ensure the protection of the rights of irregular migrants and asylum-seekers, in particular their right to liberty. While Greece needs to establish and urgently implement a comprehensive asylum system, adopt additional measures to protect the right to liberty of asylum-seekers and irregular migrants and to address the

17 UN Special Rapporteur presents preliminary findings on his mission to Greece, 20 October (text in Greek, unofficial translation), http://www2.ohchr.org/english/issues/torture/rapporteur/index.htm).
18 Frontex in a European Union agency tasked with coordinating the operational cooperation between Member States in the field of border security.
crisis in Evros, measures are also required by other European Union States including halting Dublin II transfers to Greece.  

Conscientious Objectors

There are continuous and repeated persecutions of conscientious objectors. In March 2009, conscientious objector Lazaros Petromelides appeared for the 15th time before a navy tribunal on charges of desertion. In February 2010, the Military Appeal Court of Athens upheld the conviction of professional soldier Giorgos Monastiriotis for desertion by the Naval Court of Pireus and sentenced him to five months’ imprisonment which was suspended. Georgios Monastiriotis has been tried three times for the same offence.

D. Recommendations for action by the State under review

Amnesty International calls on the government of Greece:

On violations by law enforcement officials

- To establish an independent and effective police complaints mechanism to investigate all allegations of human rights violations by the police, including excessive use of force, torture and other ill-treatment, and racially-motivated or other discriminatory misconduct, as well as all shootings and deaths in police custody;
- To effectively execute the pertinent judgments of the European Court of Human Rights and the views of the Human Rights Committee in cases concerning police-related actions.

On asylum-seekers and irregular migrants

- To establish and implement without delay a comprehensive asylum system consistent with international and regional standards, including EU standards, on protection and reception of asylum-seekers and irregular migrants, and with adequate resources;
- To ensure that no individual is directly or indirectly refouled to their country of origin, or any other country in respect to which they claim persecution, in line with Greece’s obligations under international and regional law;
- To halt the administrative detention of asylum-seekers and irregular migrants for immigration purposes other than in the most exceptional circumstances as set out in relevant international refugee and human rights law and standards;
- To immediately end the practice of detaining unaccompanied children, and to prohibit in law the detention of unaccompanied asylum-seeking and migrant children;
- To ensure that detention conditions for migrants and asylum-seekers held in immigration detention are in conformity with international and regional human rights standards;
- To repeal Article 76(1) of Law 3386/2005.

On conscientious objectors

- To end the prosecution of conscientious objectors;
- To amend the legislation that enforces punitive and discriminatory length of alternative service to bring it in line with the international standards.